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BACKGROUND
Water  and  Ice  Research  Lab  at  Carleton  University  investigating  ice  island  drift and
deterioration in Eastern Canada for several years. As part of this on-going research, the WIRL is
interested in developing a numerical  tool  to  understand the role  of  large scale  fracture  or
calving event in ice island deterioration. This technical manual is prepared to provide a step-by-
step guidance on how the deterioration model can be developed using simple methodology
and procedure in commercial  Finite Element Analysis  (FEA) software package LS DYNA.  The
manual demonstrates the procedure with example problems, and addresses various issues that
may encounter in future modelling. This manual will be updated with time.      
1 INTRODUCTION
In classical mechanics field, we wish to study the behavior of an object in terms of translational
or rotational displacement/deformation when it subjected to an external load. In addition to
displacement/deformation,  stress and strain are  the two important  parameters that  widely
used in design and failure analysis of the object.  Figure  1 -1 is the simple schematic of how
these parameters are related. 
Figure 1-1: Schematic of solid mechanics indicating relation between different parameters
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Mathematically, the behavior of a solid is described with equation of motion.
M X́+C X́+KX=F (t )
where, M is the solid mass, C is the damping coefficient, K is the stiffness and F(t) is the time
dependent applied force. For static problem, the magnitude of the applied force is constant.
The parameters mass, damping coefficient and stiffness are material and geometry dependent.
By  knowing  these  parameter  values,  initial  boundary  condition  (whether  the  object  is
constrained  in  any  direction)  and  applied  force  magnitude  and  direction,  the  equation  of
motion can be solved analytically for a simple problem. For real world complicated problem,
analytical solution may not be possible and may require advanced numerical method. Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) is one of most popular and widely used method among other advanced
numerical  techniques  such  as  Finite  Difference  Method,  Discrete  Element  Method  (DEM),
Smooth  Particle  Hydrodynamics  (SPH),  Computational  Fluid  Dynamics  (CFD)  etc.  The  FEA
method is a discretization technique that can be summarized below:
 Object is discretized into a finite number of elements
 Elements are interconnected at nodes
 Meshing process integrates behavior of all nodes and elements
 A polynomial (approximate/interpolation) function is assumed to describe the element
behavior that is a function of field variables (displacement, rotation, temperature) and
derived from known values at the nodes
 Element size, shape and polynomial function can be varied to achieve desired accuracy
The commercial software package LS DYNA is one of the popular FEA tool, particularly, for the
dynamic  (time  varying  force)  and  non-linear  (change  in  geometry,  material  and  contact)
problems. The tool can be used for static and linear problems as well.  Figure  1 -2 is a flow
diagram illustrating sequences of steps required to perform a simulation in LS DYNA. 
Figure 1-2: LS DYNA modelling guidelines
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Proper definition of the problem is of prime importance to achieve an efficient and fruitful
numerical  solution of  a  physical  problem.  The  problem needs  to  be defined based on  the
objective output and available computational resources. 
The actual modelling step is the pre-processing or model setup to establish a set of algebraic
equation.  This  step requires  creation of  geometry and mesh,  input  on material  properties,
section properties and boundary conditions, definition of output parameter. The whole pre-
processing can be performed in LS-Prepost software and saved as “k file”. 
The “k file” which basically contains a set of algebraic equation is compiled or solved in the next
step with “LS DYNA Program Manager”. Finally, the model results can be reviewed using LS Pre-
post software.
2 MODELLING WITH LS DYNA
This section will demonstrate the LS DYNA modelling procedure by solving an example problem
of beam on elastic foundation. The problem is solved for both the undamped and damped
conditions. The undamped condition means that no energy is dissipated from the system due to
damping (damping coefficient is zero in equation of motion).
2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this example, a semi-infinite beam with an extended  underwater ram and rested on elastic 
foundation will be modeled. The underwater ram provides upward buoyancy force on the beam
and may causes fracture depending on the magnitude of length and depth of ram. The sketch 
of the problem is shown in Figure  2 -3.
Figure 2-3: Sketch of semi-infinite beam on elastic foundation
The  principal  particulars  of  geometry,  material  properties  and  loading  conditions  of  the
problem are given in Table  2 -1.
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Table 2-1: Principal particulars of beam on elastic foundation
Parameter Value Unit
Overall Length 1500 m
Ram Length, lr 30 m
Keel height, hk 40 m
Sail/freeboard, hs 10 m
Total height, h 50 m
Width, w 50 m
Ice density, ρi 900 kg/m3
Young Modulus, E 9.00E+0
9
Pa
Poisson ratio, ν 0.33  
Water density, ρw 1024 kg/m3
Section SOLID
Boundary, Load and Contact:
Two load curves need to be defined for the problem. One is the gravity load (mxg) vs time and
the other is the pressure (ρw X g x hk ) vs time curve. The ice island is free floating, and therefore
boundary and contact definitions are not required for this modelling.
Analytical Results:
The analytical solution of the beam on elastic foundation is shown in .
Table 2-2: Analytical solutions of beam on elastic foundation
2.2
MODELLING STEPS
As mentioned, three major steps are involved in modelling ice island deterioration. The Pre-
processing  and  Post-Processing  are  performed with  LS-Prepost  software,  and  the  LS  DYNA
Program Manager is used in the Solution or compiling step. 
2.2.1Pre-Processing
Open LS-Prepost from Desktop, with an icon ( )
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Parameter Value Unit
Max Stress Location, Lmax 355.2338598 m
Max Principal Stress, σ1 510594.0991 Pa
Figure 2-4:  LS- PrePost working Area
Define Geometry:
¤ Select Solid button , and click Box icon 
¤ Set the parameters as shown below, and click Apply and Close. It will generate a 3D beam in
the graphics area.
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¤ Click IsoMetric button  for better view of the generated model. Expand this button
to view the model from different planes. Other useful viewing options-
 Ctrl + Left Click- Rotate the model
 Ctrl + Right Click- Zoom in/out of the model
 Ctrl + Middle Button held down- Translate the model
Create Mesh:
Mesh is the discretization of the body which generates NODES and ELEMENTS. 
¤ Select Element and Mesh button , and then click Solid Mesh . Now left click on the
beam, set Element Size 10 and click Try Meshing Automatically, Accept and Done.
Alternate Method/Direct FE Model for Mesh:
LS PrePost provides an option to generate mesh body without creating geometry. This option is
useful for some ideal body shape such as box, cylinder, sphere, circle etc. 
¤ Click Element and Mesh button , and then Shape Mesher . This will open a new
window. Set the parameters as below and click Create, Accept and Done.
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¤ Click Model and Part button , and then click Keyword Manager . This will open a
new window with a list of keywords-Nodes, Elements and Part. At this point, we have 5472
nodes, 3775 elements and 1 part. Click Done.
Now to create ram profile we will remove some elements from top-right side of the beam.
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¤ Select  Element  Tools button   and  click  Element  Editing button   .  Note  that
Element Editing button lies within Element Tools,  and they are not same. Select Delete from
the Element Editing window. This will  bring another new window called  Selection Tool.  The
selection tool is very useful for model editing. It will use to select a particular (Pick) or group
(Area, Poly, Sel1, Sphe, Box etc.) of node(s), element(s) and part(s).
¤ Select  Back plan from  IsoMetric button  , and  Auto Center  to fit the body
within the main window. Choose Area from Selection Tool and select elements at the top right
side of the beam. There should be 15 elements within selection. Click Delete, Accept and Done
from Element Editing window. Now,  back  to  the normal  viewing  mode with the  IsoMetric
button .
Material and Section Properties:
¤ Open keyword manager  and select . This will show a list of Keywords.
¤ Expand (+) MAT, click on  001-Elastic and set the parameters. Accept and Done.
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¤ Expand (+) SECTION, click on SOLID. Click NewID, Accept and Done.
Now apply the material properties and section properties to the body part. 
¤ Go  back  to  in  keyword  manager  and  click  PART.  Click  on  the  black  dots
 and select material and section from separate windows. Now Accept
and Done. Switch to .
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Boundary, Load and Contact
We have two load types - gravity load as a body force and hydrostatic pressure at the bottom
surface of the beam. Note that no boundary condition and contact definition are required in
this problem.
Few steps are require to apply the load. We need to define the loads as a function of time.
¤ For gravity loading, expand (+)  DEFINE from keyword manager and select Curve. Hit NewID,
put 0.0 in A1 box and Q1 box and hit Insert from Load XYData area.
¤ Now Edit A1 & Q1 boxes with 0.1 and 9.81 and hit Insert
¤ Now Edit A1 & Q1 boxes with 100 and 9.81 and hit Insert. Hit Accept, Plot (to see the plot)
and Done.
¤ Expand  LOAD  from Keyword manager  and select BODY_Z.  Hit  black  dot  and
select Gravity Load curve. Accept and Done.
¤ For hydrostatic loading, expand (+)  DEFINE from keyword manager and select  Function.
Give a number to this function, say FID is 10. Copy first line from below codes and past it into
Function area, hit Insert. Repeat for all the lines. Accept and Done.
float hpres(float t, float x, float y, float z, float x0, float y0, float z0)
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{
float fac, trise, refz, rho, grav;
trise = 0.1; refz = 40; rho = 1024; grav = 9.81;
fac = 1.0;
if(t<=trise) fac = t/trise;
return fac*rho*grav*(refz-z);
}
Now, we need to select bottom surface of the body. 
¤ Click  Create  Entity  button  from  Model  and  Part  button.  Click  SET_SEGM from
Set_Data, Creat  and select bottom surface (not element) using  Area option of the  Selection
Tool. Apply and Done. There should be 750 Segments.
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¤ Expand LOAD from Keyword manager and select SEGMENT_SET. Hit black dot of SSID and
select Segment Set. In LDID box put 10 (FID number from FUNCTION). Hit Accept, Ignore the
error message and Done.
Solution & Output Parameters:
¤ Specify  End  time:  Select  CONTROL from  Keyword  Manager and  scroll  down  to  find
TERMINATION. Set ENDTIM 10 sec. Accept and Done.
¤ Specify  time  step:  Select  CONTROL from  Keyword  Manager and  scroll  down  to  find
TIMESTEP. Set TSSFAC to 0.6 (this is a scale factor, not actual time step). Accept and Done.




¤ Control Energy: Select CONTROL from Keyword Manager and scroll down to find ENERGY.
Set parameters as shown below. Keep this setting for the entire calving study.
¤ Specify output frequency: Select DATABASE from Keyword Manager and scroll down to find
BINARY_D3PLOT. Set DT to 0.01 sec. Hit Accept and Done.
Save as “k” file:
Under File menu select the Save Keyword As and give a name say Beam_onF.  
2.2.2Solution
Compile “k” file with LS DYNA.
¤ Open LS DYNA Program Manager   from desktop. From  Solver menu or using
icon   Start LS DYNA Analysis. Browse the Input file and hit RUN.
The program should end saying Normal Termination.
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2.2.3 Post-Processing
¤ Reopen LS PrePost. From File menu select Open and LS-DYNA Binary Plot. Select d3plot file
located in the same folder as the .k file. Alternatively, drag and drop d3plot in the LS PrePost, or
use CTRL+B if LS PrePost is already open.
¤ To view the results hit  Post button ( ),  click  Fringe Component ,  ans select  1st-
principal stress.
¤ Now hit the play button to see the animation of the stresses.
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¤ To plot stress history of element (s)/location. 
Select Hist button ( ). Select Element and Maximum Principal Stress in the pop-up window.
Select element (s) on with selection tools and hit Plot. To know the history of a known element,
put the element number (say 613) in ID of the Selection Tool and hit ENTER. 
Blew figure  indicates  the  time history  of  maximum principal  stresses.  Comparing  with  our
analytical solution (max stress 510 kPa) indicates the model provides much higher stress and
shows significant fluctuation. This fluctuation is appeared due to the dynamic nature of the






where T is the time period and can be calculated from an undamped dynamic analysis. The time
difference between the two consecutive picks is the T. In this case, T is 2.16 sec and Ds is 5.8. 
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2.2.4 Damping Model
Drag and drop the k file in LS PrePost. Open keyword manager and find DAMPING. Set 
VALDMP to 5.8. Accept and Done.
Save the k file and run using LS DYNA Program Manager. View the Stress history. Now the mode
results looks close to our theoretical results.
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2.2.5 Element Erosion Method
¤ Drag and drop the k file in LS PrePost. Open keyword manager and expand + sign on the
left of MAT. From card MAT select the material 000-ADD_EROSION.
¤ Double click on 000-ADD_EROSION. In this material card click on black dot at the right side
of the MID. A new window will pop-up to link ice material with the erosion or failure criteria.
Select a material from this Link MAT window. In this example, previously elastic material with a
use-defined id of 4 (can have the title as well) is selected. It has to be noted that We didn’t use
the material  with id-3 and title- Material  for Ice Beam 124 anywhere in this problem. Click
Read. 
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¤ Now go back to 000-ADD_EROSION card. Set an ice flexural strength limit value of 5e5 Pa
(500 kPa) in SIGP1. SIGP1 is the principal stress 1. Selected Accept and Done.
¤ Save the k file, and run using LS DYNA Program Manager. 
¤ Drag and drop d3plot in the LS PrePost, or use CTRL+B if LS PrePost is already open.
¤ To view the results hit  Post button ( ),  click  Fringe Component ,  ans select  1st-
principal stress.
¤ Now hit the play button to see the animation of the stresses.
¤ To print and plot any snapshot, go to File menu and select Print. Alternatively, use CTRL+P.
Set the parameters in print window and click Print.
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A typical snapshot is shown below.
 
3 CONCLUSION
The LS DYNA modelling procedure is demonstrated with an example problem of semi-infinite
beam with underwater ram, and rested on elastic foundation. This manual will help to produce
ice island deterioration model and to investigate the role of large scale fracture process.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A1: LS DYNA RESOURCES
 LS DYNA program and LS Prepost manuals within LS DYNA Program Manager
 Online support for examples, tutorials and different modelling issues
o www.dynasupport.com  
o www.dynaexamples.com  
APPENDIX A2: 3D MODEL SETUP OF ICE ISLANDS FROM FIELD DATA
This section presents an example to demonstrate the procedure of creating 3D ice island/iceberg profile
from available field data or cloud points. The procedure involves transfer of excel data points to LS Pre-
post software as keyword formatted nodes. In this particular example, we have considered cloud points
(X, Y) of an observed iceberg in an aerial video captured near St. Lewis, Labrador. The sail  and keel
heights are assumed as 8m and 40m, respectively.
¤ Open Excel that contains ice island cloud points
The above figure shows the sail (orange, smaller surface) and keel (Blue, larger) outer edges.
¤  Add columns Zsail and Zkeel after Ysail and Ykeel, respectively. The keel bottom surface is
the reference co-ordinates (0,0,0).  
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¤ Organize the sail and keel data in X, Y and Z columns. Insert another column before the X
column that  should  contains  node  number  or  id.   The  node  number/id  should  begin  with
symbol  # to denote comment.  Any program/code line containing this symbol has no influence in
background simulation calculation.
¤ Save As *.CSV (comma delimited) from File menu
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¤ Open the file and write down
At the beginning, first two lines should be-
*Keyword
*Node
At the end, the last two lines should be-
*End
¤ Save the file
 
¤ Check the final format
¤ Now Drag and drop the file in LS Pre-post. Press OK in Alert message.
¤ The  LS  Pre-post  window should  contain  sail  (upper) and  keel  (lower) nodes.  The  X  and  Y  co-
ordinates of these nodes are note properly scaled. Dr. Greg Crocker suggested a multiplier of 8.
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[I have looked at the video and extracted what I believe to be a reasonable approximation of the overall
shape. The file "vidXY.mat" contains x and y coordinates for the sail  and keel portion. The units are
arbitrary. As a start I suggest a multiplier of 8, ie the height would be 8m, the draft would be 8x5=40m,
and the maximum length about 208m. Assume the walls are vertical. The file "vidberg_plot.m" give a
rough plot to show the overall shape. Let me know if you have questions. Regards, Greg] 
    
¤ To scale the nodes in XY Direction, go to Element Tools button , click Transform button 
and select Scale. Click Whole button from the selection window to select the nodes altogether. Now set
the  parameters  of  Transform window  as  shown  below,  and  click  the  Scale+,  Accept and  Done  in
sequence.   
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¤ Click IsoMetric button  for better view of the nodes. Now we wish to create a line
connecting the sail nodes and a surface through the keel nodes. 
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¤ Set Front view . Select  Curve button   and click on Line button .  Choose Area
from Selection Tool  and select sail nodes at the upper end. In the  Line window the method
should be Point/Point and the options Closed and Sort Points should be checked-in. Now Apply
and Close the window. 
¤ Select  Surface button    and click on  Fill  Plane button  .  Choose  Area  from Selection
Tool and select keel nodes at the lower end. In the Fill Plane window the method should be By
Points and the options Allow Projection and Sort Points should be checked-in. Now Apply and
Close the window. 
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¤ Click IsoMetric button  for better view of the mode.
¤ Click Element and Mesh button , and then Auto Mesher . This will open a new
window. Click on the keel surface to select. In  Auto Mesher window click  Compute.  This will
generate an optimum element size in Elem Size box. The generated value can be overwrite for
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desired  mesh size.  In  this  example  an  element size  of  4m is  chosen (little  lower  than the
generated optimum value). Click Mesh, Accept and Done. 
It has to be noted that the above generated elements are shell elements. We wish to generate solid 
elements by dragging these shell elements.
¤  Click  Element Generation button   from the  Element and Mesh icon  .  A new
window will appear. Click Whole in the Selection Tool box to select all the shell elements. From
Element Generation window, choose Solid, Shell_Drag in Solid By box, 48 in Thickness box, 12
in  Segment box and 1  in Z  (extrude in  z  direction).  Now we need to remove/delete some
elements/masses based on the sail geometry.   
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¤ Select Element Editing button  from Element Tools . Select Delete from the 
Element Editing window. Choose Area from Selection Tool and select elements at the top rows.
Do not delete any element at this point.
¤ Now go to the Top view . Previously generated sail outer edge should be visible on
the solid elements. If not right click on the solid elements located in left side modelling tree
FEM Parts. Choose a light and transparent colour for the solids.  
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¤ Choose  Poly  and Rm  from the  Selection Tool box.  The  Poly (polygon) is very useful  for
selecting nodes and elements within an arbitrary (unequal sides unlike Area option) region. The
Rm option unselect already selected elements or nodes. Now click on all visible sail nodes to
complete a polygon and right click at the end.   
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¤ Delete all the shell elements from the left side modelling tree.  The Shape Group containing
Line (Wire 2) and surfaces (Planar Face 1) can be deleted or left. When the model will be saved
as .k file all the components under ShapeGroup will be automatically removed. 
¤ As part of further model clean-up process,  go to  Model and Part   and click Keyword
Manager . Now select Model Check, Keyword Check tab (new window), Model Clean and
Step Clean in sequence. 
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¤ Finally, save the model as keyword (.k) from File menu.
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APPENDIX A3: EXAMPLE MODEL RESULTS  
A3-1: Beam on Elastic Foundation
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A3-2: Idealized FRANCES Iceberg
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A3-3: Calving Study-Berghouse
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A3-4: Calving Study- PIIB
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A3-5: Calving Study- Labrador Iceberg
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APPENDIX A4: LS DYNA Keyword File of Beam on Elastic 
Foundation (with damping)
Geometric model files and segments (bottom surfaces) are not included due to large file size.  
See electronic supplemental file “Beam_onF_Damped.K” (https://doi.org/10.22215/wirl/2020.1) 
for a complete keyword file. 
*KEYWORD
*TITLE






$    hgen      rwen    slnten     rylen     
         2         2         1         1
*CONTROL_TERMINATION
$  endtim    endcyc     dtmin    endeng    endmas     nosol     
     100.0         0       0.0       0.0       0.0         0
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP
$   dtinit    tssfac      isdo    tslimt     dt2ms      lctm     erode     ms1st
       0.0       0.6         0       0.0       0.0         0         0         0
$  dt2msf   dt2mslc     imscl    unused    unused     rmscl     
       0.0         0         0                           0.0
$======================Output Controls=============================
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT
$      dt      lcdt      beam     npltc    psetid      
      0.01         0         0         0         0
$======================Part Id, Section Id, Mat Id======================
*PART
Ice Beam
$     pid     secid       mid     eosid      hgid      grav    adpopt      tmid
         1         1         1         0         0         0         0         0
*SECTION_SOLID_TITLE
Solid Section
$   secid    elform       aet   
         1         1         0
*MAT_ELASTIC_TITLE
Elastic Material
$     mid        ro         e        pr        da        db  not used        
         1     900.08.999999E9      0.33       0.0       0.0       0.0
$================BC, IC, Body Loads and Force Field====================
*LOAD_BODY_Z
Gravity Loading
$    lcid        sf    lciddr        xc        yc        zc       cid   
         1       1.0         0       0.0       0.0       0.0         0
*LOAD_SEGMENT_SET_ID
  Hydrostatic Pressure Load at Bottom
$    ssid      lcid        sf        at  
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         1        10       1.0       0.0
*DEFINE_CURVE_TITLE
Gravity Loading Curve
$    lcid      sidr       sfa       sfo      offa      offo    dattyp     lcint
         1         0       1.0       1.0       0.0       0.0         0         0
$                a1                  o1  
                 0.0                 0.0
                 0.1                9.81




float hpres(float t, float x, float y, float z, float x0, float y0, float z0)
{
float fac, trise, refz, rho, grav;
trise = 0.1; refz = 40; rho = 1024; grav = 9.81;
fac = 1.0;




$     sid       da1       da2       da3       da4    solver      
         1       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0MECH
*DAMPING_GLOBAL
$    lcid    valdmp       stx       sty       stz       srx       sry       srz
         0       5.8       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0
*END
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